REAL-TIME ONLINE RISK ANALYSIS

Leveraging the latest in data processing, analytics, and machine learning, security operators, HR, and compliance groups can cut through the noise of online chatter to quickly identify corporate threats and insights in real time.

Allied Universal delivers a flexible solution that provides visibility and insight into online risk across an entire organization. The platform scours the web, dark web, and social media, using a combination of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technologies and U.S. intelligence agency best-practices, to identify risks and notify businesses of potential threats in real time. Powered by ThreatMinder’s advanced cyber and social media monitoring technology, the platform eliminates the false positives and overwhelming data clutter of traditional threat intelligence solutions and distills information to the most relevant, verified intelligence, at a fraction of the cost of other methods.

From security to HR and compliance, the platform delivers proactive intelligence throughout the enterprise lifecycle. When a threat is detected, it is communicated via alert or integrated into existing corporate platforms for automatic discovery and evaluation. This real-time situational awareness leads to early detection of threats that can make a critical difference in protecting your assets. The platform helps identify both external and internal risk relating to:

- Business Continuity & Integrity
- Physical Threats to Property & Personnel
- Pre-Hire Checks
- Data Security, Intellectual Property
- Workforce Values
- Code of Conduct
- Disability Fraud
- Insider Threats
- Brand & Reputation

Visit us online to find the right integrated security solution for your business.

www.aus.com